
boubenec@ens.fr



people
• Pedagogical secretary: Gwenola DUBOIS
<secretariat-pedago-dec@ens.psl.eu>
• Director of the DEC: Charlotte JACQUEMOT
<charlotte.jacquemot@ens.fr>
• Co-Director of the DEC: Claudia LUNGHI
<claudia.lunghi@ens.fr>

department

• 1st floor: science library

• follow the signs for the labs



Diploma of the ENS
(DENS)

Your DENS



PEGASUS (= HELISA)first year | tutoring

• This is where you will list courses and internships and 
projects to establish your contrat d’études (CE), both 
for the master and for the DENS

• Meet your DENS tutor asap to establish your DENS CE

• Make sure to meet your tutor twice a year



Your DENS
Important things to complete

 at least 72 ects in addition to the master 
credits*, including:

24 DEC ECTS

24 non-DEC and non-language ECTS

24 free ECTS (can include language classes)

maximum of 24 credits in internships

many many more credits can be included in the 
DENS, these are just the minimal requirements

 at least 24 ects of classes per year (DENS and 
non-DENS) until you get the 72 total ects+

*: by no means 1 credit can be used twice. This is cheating.

+:exception exists (étalement or interruption)
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Other requirements (non-exhaustive list)

 at least 3 years of full registration to the DENS 
(cannot be more than 6)

 international experience of at least 2 months 
(that can be replaced by French classes for non-
French speakers)
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Minor

30 ects in another 
department

+

Agreement from the head 
of studies of the other 

department (get in touch 
early on)



Mid-term future: CDSN


